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Signage Policy
Pepperdine University
A. Purpose
To clarify and standardize the policy that governs the use, configuration, or appearance
of signage.
B. Policy
Malibu Campus
This policy applies to all University facilities on the Malibu Campus. All persons using the
facilities of the University are subject to this policy.
Education Centers
At the University’s education centers, the building management of each property has its
own policies and standards concerning signage, with which each center will generally
comply. Where building management policies and standards do not apply, signage will
comply with this policy.
Signage Standards
Requests for exceptions to these standards are referred to the UMC. Facilities that do
not comply with current standards will be brought into compliance as time and budgets
permit. In order to ensure compliance with these standards and appropriate aesthetics,
all new signage designs, including installation methods, require the approval of the
Campus Architect. To request approval, documentation shall be submitted for review to
the department of Construction and Campus Planning.
Format and Style
Unless otherwise noted for a specific sign type below:
1. Text fonts are either Helvetica Medium or an equivalent (such as bold Arial), upper and
lower case.
2. Capitalization is used for first, last, and principal words, and not articles, prepositions, and
coordinating conjunctives in the middle of a statement.
3. Emphasizing techniques, such as underlining and unique fonts, are not used.
4. For signs with multiple entries, line spacing is increased by 50 to 75 percent to
differentiate between entries. Indentation is not used.
5. Business hours on signs are formatted, for example, as (8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.)
6. Text is left justified.
7. Prefixes and suffixes (such as “Dr.” and “PhD”) are not used with names on office signs.
Interior Signage
For non-residential buildings, four existing standards apply, as follows:
1. In buildings constructed prior to the completion of the Keck Science Center (except for
the School of Law), office and suite occupant signs are dark brown plastic, with white text
on dark brown paper inserts (or silk-screened plastic inserts). Text heights are
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standardized for consistency within each building, based on historical precedent and
minimum effective size. For 6”x12” suite signs, maximum text height is 5/8”, with ½”
secondary text (such as division names within a department, or office hours). For the
smaller, office occupant signs, text height is 3/8”. An occupant’s name only is displayed
for faculty office signs, and title only for staff. Faculty serving concurrently in a staff
position may have both. In addition, academic division chairs, honorary academic chairs,
and distinguished professors may have their titles displayed on office signs. Room
numbers are normally posted on door frames, centered above each door.

1-1/2” x 8” for offices, left justified text.

6” x 12” for suite of offices, bottom left justified text.

2. In the School of Law, signs are white text silk-screened onto dark brown plastic, mounted
within a metal frame.

size varies, text centered on inserts (one or two inserts)

3. For executive offices and suites, and honorary names (such as for donors), signs
typically have a brushed bronze finish and engraved black text. However, all donor
recognition plaques are specified by University Advancement, and are not installed,
removed, or altered without the approval of the office of the Vice President for
Advancement and Public Affairs.
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4. Beginning with the Keck Science Center, completed in 2001, compliance with the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) has been required, necessitating new standards.
For permanently signed rooms and spaces, requirements include, for example, Braille
and 5/8” minimum height sans serif upper case raised characters. Non-permanent text,
such as office occupant names, need not comply, and is provided on paper inserts. All
such signs are black plastic with white text, with white on black paper inserts where
applicable. The ADA also prescribes such details as signage height from the floor
(centered at 5’), and that signs are to be adjacent to and on the strike sides of doors.
Obstacles may not prevent a person from approaching to within 3” of ADA compliant
signs. For signs that are located high above the floor, such as suspended from a ceiling,
simpler requirements apply, including 3” minimum height text of prescribed proportions,
contrasting with the background, with a non-glare surface.
An occupant’s name only is displayed for faculty office signs, and title only for staff.
Faculty serving concurrently in a staff position may have both. In addition, academic
division chairs, honorary academic chairs, and distinguished professors may have their
titles displayed on office signs.

4-1/2” x 8-3/4”
Interior Building Directories
There is no current standard for building directories at the Malibu campus. However,
directories are to be consistent with the signage design and standards for the building in
which they are located, typically adhering to the text fonts prescribed under “Format and
Style” (i.e. Helvetica Medium). For new buildings and major remodel projects, the project
architect develops the directory designs as part of the project signage package, which is
subject to University administration approval through the project design approval process.
When a new directory is to be installed in an existing building, the proposed design and
contents must be approved by the UMC and the Campus Architect. Directory contents
are maintained and updated by the departments occupying the building, with assistance
from the department of Construction and Campus Planning.
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Student Residence Signage
Student Residences have three basic standards:
1. At Lovernich Apartments and Page Apartments Phase I, reverse-reading clear plastic
room number signs are inserted into plastic frames. White text is used on a blue
background for Lovernich, and brown for Page I. The text font is extended Helvetica.
Rooms with names (such as Laundry) are of the same type and colors, with nonextended text.

2. Seaver residence halls utilize vinyl text applied directly to door frames and wall surfaces,
in order to facilitate maintenance and minimize the disappearance of signs.
3. For Rockwell Towers, and all student residences completed since then, ADA compliant
signs have been required. Text is raised, 5/8” minimum height, with Braille. White text is
used on a “Pepperdine Blue” background. The Howard A. White Center uses the same
standard, but with darker blue background color.

4” x 5”

4” x (width required)

Exterior Signage
Pepperdine Blue event directory signs, with reflective white text, are located primarily to
direct visitors to campus events, but also present opportunities to help them find their way
around in general. Department and Donor names appear on these signs only for unique
needs, with UMC approval. Temporary event signs are blue text on a white background,
and magnetically adhere to the lower (blank) portion of most of these signs. Construction
and Campus Planning produces the magnetic event signs upon request and receipt of a
purchase requisition. No other signs are to be attached to these directory signs, unless
an exception is granted by a University Steering Committee member for a special
occasion.
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Event directory signs in the Seaver Residence Hall area are smaller than the similar
signs above, and use 18” x 24” white plastic inserts with blue text for event information,
instead of magnetic materials. Text font is Times Bold, italicized. Construction and
Campus Planning produces the plastic event signs upon request and receipt of a
purchase requisition. No other signs are to be attached to these directory signs, unless
an exception is granted by a University Steering Committee member for a special
occasion.

Building and complex identity signs are typically surface-mounted cast aluminum, dark
brown painted characters, in upper case Modern Medium Face Block font, spaced ½
from the wall surface. Text heights range from 5” to 16” depending upon location.
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School and special honorary signs are cast-in-place concrete monuments, with recessed
text of sizes reflecting sight distance. Monument design proportions are consistent
throughout the campus. Text is centered.

A-Frame Signage for Theater and Special Events
Temporary event signs on white plastic A-frame stands are used for Smothers Theater
performances, and may be used for other special events where magnetic directory signs
will not suffice. Public Safety must be consulted in advance with regard to use of A-frame
stands. Should Public Safety determine that magnetic signs are sufficient, the eventsponsoring department shall procure magnetic signs. Public Safety provides the A-frame
stands, while event sponsors provide the signs. The stands may be filled with water, to
weigh them down, during windy conditions. Paper signs on A-frames are to be posted on
the day of an event only, and not subjected to weather overnight.
Temporary event signs on A-frame stands shall use dark blue (matching directory signs)
or black text, 2.5 inches minimum in height, on a white background.
A-frame barricades of steel and wooden construction are used only for emergency traffic
control, by Public Safety, and not for planned events, unless deemed necessary by
Public Safety.
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Temporary Event Signage
Temporary signs, such as “welcome” banners and free-standing event notices, are
allowed to be posted for University events, as long as they are professional and
appropriate in appearance. They are not to be used as a substitute for other Policygoverned signage. Temporary signs and notices shall be either free-standing or attached
to posts erected for that purpose, and shall not be attached to walls, light posts, other
signs, etc.
Wireless Internet Access Identification
Locations at which “Wavesconnect” wireless internet access is available may be
identified by display of a logo (illustrated in Signage Policy), to be provided and installed
by Information Technology.
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